1. Introduction {#se0010}
===============

In recent years, the computational progress presented in the analysis of big data has decreased the gap among disciplines. In particular, economics, geography, and complexity use geospatial data to express interactions among locations in urban systems, but these fields apply different approaches to measure them. In the economic geography literature, distances are given by a straight line between each pair of points that determine their potential for interaction ([@br0020], [@br0130]). However, this formulation oversimplifies distances without considering the context and effects of the terrain on urban systems. Economists have assumed such magnitudes for simplicity in modeling because of the computational restrictions to quantify interrelations in complex transport structures ([@br0140], [@br0200]). For example, distances have been made implicit in the iceberg transport costs---the price of a good decreases a fraction when shipping between two locations ([@br0190], [@br0220]). This version of costs was operationalized by weights based on a flat surface without spatial constrains across locations. Even though this approach has showed significant developments to understand and analyze spatial agglomerations, it hides the complexity of real-world systems. On the other hand, the complexity approximation---self-organized systems with increasing, multiple and changing interconnections among their elements---investigates attributes and mechanisms that can explain the structure and dynamics behind distance weights, but they cannot describe the economic principles. Empirical studies have showed singular distance arrays related to different scales and underlying processes that depend not only on the surface specification, but also on the selected transport mode ([@br0290], [@br0450], [@br0040], [@br0080], [@br0060]). Therefore, we studied the complexity behind distance weights in a system of cities related to the economic geography and the complex network approximations by exploring geospatial graphs and identifying their statistical underlying process of connectivity. We then determined the best weights specification.

We used the notion of a system of cities to generate the weighted matrices ([@br0070], [@br0330]). This system was represented by network graphs in which each city was related to others based on abstract and physical connections---nodes and edges associated with a geographic coordinate system. We selected the road network as the transport mode to connect cities because it shows nontrivial geometric structures ([@br0110], [@br0210]). The main problem is to test how similar or different distances are, relying on the economic geography assumption and the complexity of empirical data. In addition, we want to know when we can assume each of such distances. To answer these questions, we characterized the probability distribution functions of distances in those graphs and contrasted with those distributions relaying on null spatial models---random and minimum spanning tree (MST) structures ([@br0100], [@br0300], [@br0440]). This method was exemplified by using geospatial data of road lines and urban polygons in Mexico. Therefore, to compute distance weights, we stated that the graph based on empirical data is more accurate than the straight-line interactions among cities. These interactions are imprecise, thereby creating errors in the statistical analysis. Hence, before using distances in empirical works, it is important to identify the types of spatial networks behind them and their implications. This study offers some important insights into the spatial analysis field because it mixes the economic geography and the complexity methods to model spatial networks and to improve distance measures.

The document is divided into four sections. The first section describes the geospatial data selected for the study. The second section explains the method to quantify distances in a spatial system of cities, showing the connection between the economic geography and the complex network views. In addition, we describe the computational process to obtain, generate, and compare spatial graphs. The third section shows results based on inferential data analyses of probability distributions---the probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function (CDF)---particularly the two-side Kolmogorov--Smirnov (KS) test and its goodness-of-fit test computed by maximizing a log-likelihood function ([@br0240], [@br0400]). Furthermore, we used the Monte Carlo method (MCM) of integration to test differences in the straight-line and random distances ([@br0170], [@br0180]). The last section discuses outcomes, limitations, and extensions.

2. Materials {#se0020}
============

Representing and analyzing spatial agglomerations as urban systems require large geospatial databases and computational tools. The former is collected and analyzed by the geographic information system in which digital data are divided into vector and raster models. In this case, we used vector data provided by the National Institute of Statistics and Geography of Mexico: The layer of lines represents the road network, and the layer of urban polygons indicates cities as urban centroids. The latter was generated using the catalog of the national urban system and the urban locations ([@br0160], [@br0410]). Finally, we projected these data to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame 1992---ITFR92.

Further, we applied computational tools relying on the Python programming language to manage and analyze the data. In particular, we used the Osgeo, Networkx, Matplotlib, and Scipy libraries to write a program to handle the computational processing ([@br0250], [@br0270], [@br0320], [@br0370]). In addition, these materials---data and source code---follow the Open Science Framework to contribute to the effort to increase the quality of results in sciences ([@br0310]). Our findings can be replicated directly and independently, ["OSF:ShareProject."](https://osf.io/2qgj4/?view_only=cdb6e74a3d8e4cb79c54d93b82f76173){#inf0010}

3. Methods {#se0030}
==========

The spatial agglomeration theory describes urban systems in which agents present strong collective preferences to locate closer to each other because of increasing returns based on positive externalities ([@br0150]). This is possibly expressed into models of economic geography and complex networks. The economic geography has defined a system of cities as a network in which nodes represent cities, and edges are connections---physical or social---among them. Depending on the city attribute---qualitative or quantitative data---and its neighborhood---global or local---these connections form diverse networks---for example, ring or fully connected graphs. Furthermore, adding geospatial coordinates into nodes, we can study geospatial effects on interactions. For example, the "race-track" model sets a circular graph in which cities are located on the circumference and connected to their close neighbors ([@br0050], [@br0200]). Even though it was a constrained and an abstract representation of the urban system with local interactions, its dynamics produced important aggregate results according to the city growth distribution ([@br0460], [@br0470]). That is, similar initial conditions---the same number of habitants per city---reproduce, in the long run, uneven population growth described by bias distributions. Therefore, both well-defined geometric structures and nongeometric configurations can produce emergent patterns.

Despite this, little progress has been made in connecting this formulation with complex networks. In particular, spatial networks---graphs with singular geographic coordinate systems---represent a good approximation for modeling urban systems. Their computational and analytic tools complement methods in the economic geography because the interactions might be modeled by using empirical evidence and compared with statistical tests. The key factor in both approximations is the connectivity because it indicates a type of interaction depending on the distance among locations. It captures the idea of hierarchical interrelations---for example, close locations have lower transportation costs than distant ones. Therefore, distances have been operationalized by the spatial weights matrix or the spatial interaction matrix ([@br0360]). This formulation is the basis for computing distances among locations, thereby defining the connectivity in spatial structures.

3.1. Instrumentation {#se0040}
--------------------

Understanding interactions in spatial systems is the key to quantify and analyze distance weights. The economic geography has used the classic view in which a system is considered as a simplified version of a machine structure based on homogeneous parts, linear relationships among them, and unique basins of attractions. In this approach, distances are measured by a straight line between two points, even though there are other options to estimate it based on arrays---for example, Manhattan and Chebyshev formulations ([@br0140], [@br0090], [@br0420]). Following the spatial analysis notation ([@br0430]), we defined the simplest interaction measure, $W_{ij}$, from location *i* to *j*, with coordinates $(x_{i},y_{i})$ and $(x_{j},y_{j})$ respectively, as a function of the Euclidean distance:$$W_{ij} = f(S_{ij}) = f(d_{ij})$$$$d_{ij} = \sqrt{{(x_{j} - x_{i})}^{2} + {(y_{j} - y_{i})}^{2}}$$ where $S_{ij}$ is the attribute of physical proximity; it is also known as a transport friction in spatial interaction models ([@br0360]). Expression [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows explicitly the function in distance units, $d_{ij}$. An important example in economics is the computation of transport cost, $TC_{ij} = P_{i}W_{ij}$, where $TC_{ij}$ is the transport cost in monetary units, $P_{i}$ is the price to move a good produced in location *i*, and $W_{ij}$ is the interaction measured in distance units ([@br0140]). The problem with this formulation is the assumption that distances are measured on a flat surface without geospatial constrains between two points. In addition, it did not state that those distances depend on transport modes---air, land, or maritime---to connect locations. Spatial econometrics is a good illustration for using this approach ([@br0030]). Therefore, distances have been predefined by a linear proximity between two points without geospatial restrictions and types of mobility.

Furthermore, in spatial networks, these distances are unknown because they depend on the type of transport modes and their spatial patterns. This approach regards the system as a living entity with heterogeneous elements, nonlinear dynamics, and multiple or far-from-equilibrium characteristics. Then, the goal is to obtain a distance array by computing algorithms based on empirical evidence. Distance weights are obtained by processing and analyzing geospatial data. A good illustration is the case of the road system due to its nontrivial network specification ([@br0120]). According to this idea, we computed distances in a spatial system of cities as follows.$$W_{vv^{\prime}} = \sum\limits_{v = 1}^{n - 1}d_{v,v + 1}$$ where $W_{vv^{\prime}}$ is the sum of road segments in the shortest path from node or city *v* to $v^{\prime}$, and $d_{v,v + 1}$ is the magnitude, computed by formula [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}, of the distance per line segment or edge. In this case, we used the Dijkstra\'s algorithm for computing the shortest path based on the igraph Python library ([@br0340]). Therefore, this measure considered each road segment between the source and target locations instead of assuming a straight line. The next section describes the computational process to manage geospatial data and to generate spatial graphs for calculating shortest paths.

3.2. Calculation {#se0050}
----------------

The economic geography and the network science increasingly need computational tools and models to manage and analyze big data. We used computational-intensive tasks to produce different types of distance weights relying on empirical and theoretical graphs that describe a system of cities connected by physical infrastructures. These graphs represent spatial, weighted, and bidirectional networks relying on the road topology and city attributes. Nodes represent two types of data: one is associated with road lines intersections and dead-end points, and the other relies on urban polygon centroids. Edges indicate sections of physical road infrastructures, weighted by their Euclidean distances.

To form the empirical graph, we used the layer of road lines as a baseline and the urban polygon data to add city node attributes on the road geometry. We translated this data to a planar graph adding coordinates to nodes and the distance into edge attributes. In particular, we wrote a function that takes as inputs shapefiles of lines and points and returns a spatial graph, ["OSF:ShareProject."](https://osf.io/2qgj4/?view_only=cdb6e74a3d8e4cb79c54d93b82f76173){#inf0020} We used the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL), provided by Osgeo, and the Networkx library.

Next, we generated the random and MST models. First, we created random points within a spatial object inside the layer of administrative areas of Mexico. Second, we created the triangulation layer, selecting a Delaunay triangulation algorithm provided by the scipy library ([@br0380]). Third, we worked with the QGIS software to clean this triangulation based on geographic objects, deleting lines that intersect water polygons---ocean limitations ([@br0350]). Fourth, we associated city points---centroids---with the closest triangulation points. Fifth, using a different distribution of random points, we repeated this process and generated the MST graph. We applied the MST algorithm using the Networkx library ([@br0280]). Finally, we applied the function, described above, to translate these data to spatial graphs.

With respect to the economic geography assumption, we formed a graph with straight-line connections. We used the layer of city points to link each city. This connection can cross each line in a flat surface. Finally, to compute distances in these graphs, we used the expression [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} and analyzed them by the two-side KS test and its goodness-of-fit test ([@br0340], [@br0390]).

4. Results {#se0060}
==========

For distance weights in a system of cities, different complex graphs have to be considered. We compared distances in the shortest paths that connect cities using the straight-line assumption and the road segment connections, and we explored their attributes related to random and MST structures.

The first result illustrates the visual differences between both graphs. [Figure 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the two spatial networks with dissimilar distance approximations, thereby network topology. The straight-line distances show a complete graph where it does not consider geospatial constrains and transportation mode. On the other hand, the road-segment distances connect cities based on the national road infrastructure. Both graphs represent a system of cities with unlike connectivity, even though they have the same city location.

In addition, we showed the statistical difference in distance measures between these graphs. [Figure 2](#fg0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the two CDFs that are best described by beta distributions even though their KS goodness-of-fit tests were inconclusive ([Table 1](#tl0010){ref-type="table"}). The two-side KS test rejected the hypothesis that the two samples are coming from the same distribution (i.e., similar shape parameters). Computing the difference between the total distances in both systems, we found that the straight-line connectivity underestimates measures in the empirical one by 27%. However, if we count the number of shortest paths less than 1,000 km, the straight-line connectivity overestimated the empirical data (i.e., 70% and 55% of shortest paths, respectively). These results are best described by their estimated PDFs ([Figure 3](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"}). This figure provides the distance likelihood to take on a particular range of values (i.e., the probability for finding short distances based on the straight-line paths is higher than the empirical, while large distances display an inverse behavior). Therefore, it was evident that these distributions were dissimilar and biased to larger values. The underlying mechanism that generates them was not additive as in the Gaussian process. These results suggest that the economic geography assumption distorts weights because they omit geospatial information of road transportation, while the empirical data quantify them accurately.

Comparing these CDFs with their random and MST data, we can see similar behaviors indicating high probabilities for finding paths with low distances and low probabilities for observing paths with extremely high distances. [Figure 4](#fg0040){ref-type="fig"} shows the four CDFs, in which the empirical and the random structures produce similar distributions because of their first moments and fitting results. Both were best described by beta distributions with close shape parameters, even though their best-fit tests were inconclusive ([Table 2](#tl0020){ref-type="table"}). However, we observed an important difference between them in [Figure 5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"}. The PDF of the random is similar to the straight lines (i.e., over and underestimate distances compared with the empirical data). On the basis of the MCM, we found that 94% of the simulated random distances fall below the PDF of the straight-line beta distribution. This suggests that the straight line can play the role of a random null model. Furthermore, the straight-line and the MTS configurations show almost the same CDF results. Both are best described by beta distributions with near shape parameters, even though their tests were inconclusive. Interestingly, [Figure 6](#fg0060){ref-type="fig"} shows contrasting PDFs between the straight-line and the MST distance. The latter under- and overestimated distances were comparable to the empirical evidence. This is caused by the different number of nodes and edges in both networks when minimizing the travel distances. Therefore, distance weights based on these data indicate opposed likelihoods of weights, thereby exemplifying extreme cases to model a system of cities.

Taken together, these results imply important differences in the straight-line and the road segment graphs. They showed different and asymmetric distributions. Distance weights were based on two dissimilar networks---topological and statistical attributes---in which the empirical displayed accurate measures and the straight line showed higher and lower values. According to [@br0010], the fitting parameters of the beta distribution suggest scale invariance and order-disorder properties; therefore, the shortest paths among close cities confirm the first property, while larger paths show complex structures. The straight-line distances then exhibit a low level of complexity compared with the empirical data, and they are closely related to random spatial variations. Therefore, the road network data are important to estimate distance weights in a system of cities connected by transport modes.

5. Discussion {#se0070}
=============

In this study, distance weights associated with the economic geography assumption and the geospatial data were found to be statistically different. They were best described by asymmetric beta distributions showing biases to extreme distance values, thereby affecting weight measures. This indicated that the economic assumption overstates the power of simplicity while computing distances. These measures were inaccurate, and their distribution was similar to that of the random data. Therefore, the complexity of distance weights depends on the type of connectivity among cities, in which the empirical data showed the more significant key attributes.

In addition, considering the current geographic information system development in geospatial materials and computational technology, we still cannot assume distance weights in this kind of systems. They have to be explicitly based on transport modes to improve interdisciplinary methods and techniques. In particular, before specifying, estimating, and testing causal relationships among variables in a system of cities, scientists have to define the scale, identify the spatial network, and recognize statistical characteristics, thereby decreasing errors in spatial econometric models---for example, incorrect model specifications and biased estimators. Furthermore, in the network science, scientists have to consider the economic theory to support their results and improve its data analysis. The method in economics guides where and what to look for when studying big data. For example, to examine the economic impact of the spatial friction in a large-scale system of cities, we need to select the framework---the urban and regional economics or the economic geography---and its possible expression associated with it---transport costs defined by distances and prices. Therefore, the increasing empirical data and their computational analysis can favor a connection between empirical and theoretical approaches.

This study\'s major limitation was the algorithm design to generate and analyze the null models. It is not trivial to generate large-scale spatial networks and to compute their shortest paths because of the computational time. An interdisciplinary approach is fundamental to code efficient algorithms for processing and testing big spatial data. In addition, considerably more work will need to be done to determine the practical implications for using geospatial data in the economic geography and the complex networks. In particular, questions that further research should ask seek to answer what are the spatial weights in diverse scales of a system of cities connecting by the rail, air, and maritime modes, and what are their underlying network structures and dynamic mechanisms.

Finally, we highly recommend using geospatial data and developing computational tools to measure distance weights instead of assuming them as straight lines. A definite progress is needed for understanding urban systems as spatial networks because they can shed light on their underlying processes to explain ancient conditions and complex dynamics.
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![Distance approximations based on graph connectivity. [Figure 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"} (a) is the straight-line approach to compute distances in a system of cities. Its number of nodes and edges are 383 and 73,153, respectively. Colors in this graph were based on a sequential colormaps ([@br0260]). [Figure 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"} (b) is the road segment connectivity based on the empirical data. The number of nodes and edges are 537,740 and 540,220, respectively.](gr001){#fg0010}

![Difference between two CDFs of shortest paths among cities in a spatial system. We show distances fewer than 2,000 km. Three-hundred and eighty-three cities are in the system; the number of nodes and edges in the straight-line graph are 356 and 73,153, respectively, and in the empirical one are 537,740 and 540,220, respectively. The solid line represents the economic geography assumption, and the dashed line is related to empirical data of the road infrastructure. By using the two-side KS test, we rejected the hypothesis that the two samples are the same (D = 0.145, p-value = 0.0). Compared with different continuous distributions---normal, power law, exponential, gamma, and beta---we found that the KS goodness-of-fit tests resulted in asymmetric beta distributions, even though they are inconclusive ([Table 1](#tl0010){ref-type="table"}).](gr002){#fg0020}

![Estimated PDF of the straight-line and empirical data. The PDF is given by *f*(*x*;*a*,*b*)=Γ(*α* + *β*)*x*^(*α* − 1)^(1 − *x*)^(*β* − 1)^/Γ(*α*)Γ(*β*). Compared with the empirical data, the straight line over and underestimates distances. The value of the first parameter identifies the mode of the frequent deviations in small distances, and the second parameter is associated with a disordered fluctuation in distances due to the geospatial constrains ([@br0230]).](gr003){#fg0030}

![CDFs of shortest paths among cities in a spatial system and null models. The figure shows distances fewer than 2,000 km. The number of nodes and edges in the random graph are 536,512 and 1,605,094, respectively, and in the MST graph are 536,475 and 536,474, respectively. The random and MST values are best described by a beta distribution ([Table 2](#tl0020){ref-type="table"}).](gr004){#fg0040}

![Estimated PDF of the straight-line, empirical, and random data. The PDFs of the straight-line and the random distances over- and underestimate the empirical data. On the basis of the MCM, we simulated 10,000 random variables using the estimated parameters of the random data and compared with the PDF of the straight-line.](gr005){#fg0050}

![Estimated PDF of the straight line, empirical, and MST. Compared with the straight-line and the empirical distances, the MST data under- and overestimates weights. The PDF of the MST shows a completely different shape, suggesting an extreme spatial network behind it.](gr006){#fg0060}

###### 

Best-fit, estimated parameters, and moments of the straight-line and empirical beta distributions.

Table 1

  Statistics   Straight line   Empirical
  ------------ --------------- -----------------
  D            0.006           0.012
  p-value      0.006           1.955 × 10^−10^
                               
  shape1       1.719           1.902
  shape2       10.884          215 582.532
  location     4.657           3.477
  scale        5 796.322       123 256 056.121
                               
  mean         795.450         1 090.923
  var          290 973.219     621 716.601
  skew         1.070           1.450
  kurt         1.222           3.154

###### 

Best-fit, estimated parameters, and moments of the random and MST beta distributions.

Table 2

  Statistics   Random                  MST
  ------------ ----------------------- -----------------
  D            0.006                   0.016
  p-value      0.004                   1.212 × 10^−18^
                                       
  shape1       1.759                   1.510
  shape2       6 040 183 080.45        5.421
  location     3.571                   4.951
  scale        3 028 202 626 560.194   19 288.461
                                       
  mean         885.518                 4 208.668
  var          442 157.860             7 993 748.108
  skew         1.507                   0.861
  kurt         3.410                   0.397
